An Agile Workforce
On Day 2 of the Human Resources Director Retreat, panellists discussed how they
are looking to improve workforce productivity. Mary-Anne Baldwin reports
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creating a workforce for tomorrow.
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demand for TV entertainment isn’t falling,
it is shifting to different viewing mediums
– such as tablets and smart phones.
Yet, as Susanna explained, her greatest
concern is her staff: “Business issues
don’t tend to keep me awake at night;
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understand customers’ needs.
“Agile has ushered in a new way of
thinking to our business,” said Michael.
“It’s team building, story forming and
culture building.”
With all of this in mind, the role of
the HRD has arguably never been
more important; they must prepare for
change and the discomfort this brings.
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banks in the world on a monthly

reshape and expand its skills base.

rolling out agile to some degree.
These include the likes of HSBC,
Citigroup, Barclays and Deutsche
Bank. One of the top five global
banks is rolling out agile across
its entire organisation from the
CEO down. It’s changing the way
it does finance, the way it does
internal audits, everything.”
To read more about agile, click here
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“The mix in our workforce is changing
dramatically as we shift into multichannel,”
Michael explained. “We also recognise the
culture of the business needs to change.”
The leaders at Graze have used agile
working to address this issue, creating
cross-functional teams that merge
customer service staff with product
developers. It’s allowed the company
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basis and literally all of them are
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